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Closed-End Funds Report

The Month in Closed-End Funds: September 2017
PERFORMANCE
For the tenth month in eleven equity CEFs on average witnessed a plusside return on a NAV basis and—for the ninth month in ten—on a market
basis (+1.27% and +2.06%, respectively). However, for the first month in
three their fixed income CEF counterparts, declining 0.02%, were in the
red on a NAV basis, and for the sixth consecutive month they posted a
plus-side return on a market basis, returning 0.08%. Despite a rough
patch in mid-September, the U.S. broad-based indices finished the
month on a positive note amid multiple releases of strong economic data
and after the president and congressional Republicans announced a
sweeping tax overhaul. The Russell 2000 Price Only Index posted the
strongest return (+6.09%), while the NASDAQ Composite Price Only
Index was the relative laggard, returning 1.04% for the month.
Investors pushed the NASDAQ Composite Index to new highs at the
beginning of September on low volume after learning the U.S. had
created 156,000 new jobs for August (coming in below analyst
expectations of 170,000), which lowered expectations of another rate
hike in 2017. Some pundits believed that rising rates might stall the
ongoing bull market run. However, with Hurricane Irma barreling down
on Florida after devastating parts of the Caribbean and on increased
saber rattling between North Korea and the U.S., many investors began
taking some of their hard-won profits off the table, bidding up safe-haven
instruments and turning their backs on some recent high flyers.
Nonetheless, the following week investors breathed a sigh of relief after
Hurricane Irma was weaker than expected.

The Month in Closed-End Funds: September 2017
•

•

•

•
•

For the tenth month in eleven equity closed-end
funds (CEFs) witnessed a plus-side return on
average, rising 1.27% on a net-asset-value (NAV)
basis for September, while for the first month in
three their fixed income CEF counterparts posted
a return in the red, declining 0.02%.
For September 23% of all CEFs traded at a
premium to their NAV, with 22% of equity CEFs
and 24% of fixed income CEFs trading in
premium territory. Thomson Reuters Lipper’s
domestic equity CEFs macro-group witnessed the
largest narrowing of discounts for the month—120
basis points (bps) to 3.07%.
Natural Resources CEFs (+4.95%) and Core
CEFs (+3.19%) posted the strongest returns in
the equity universe, propping up the domestic
equity CEFs (+1.43%) macro-group.
A relatively strong return from Emerging Markets
Debt CEFs (+0.71%) helped keep the world bond
CEFs macro-group at the head of the class.
Breaking their winning streak, all Lipper municipal
debt CEF classifications posted returns in the red,
with California Municipal Debt CEFs (-0.59%)
being the group laggard.

Investors shook off North Korea’s second missile test over Japan’s air
space midmonth. Hoping that risks had subsided, they pushed the major
U.S. indices to new highs, despite learning that August retails sales and
U.S. industrial output had declined. While big-name tech stocks
remained under fire, investors pushed the Russell 2000 index into record
territory. This was in spite of investors’ witnessing the verbal exchange
intensify between the U.S. and North Korea after President Donald
Trump’s address to the United Nation and after the Federal Reserve
board confirmed its plan to begin unwinding its $4.5-trillion balance sheet
in October and to hike interest rates one more time in 2017. Near-month
crude oil prices gained after the U.S. Energy Information Administration
said domestic crude supplies had fallen unexpectedly for the week
ended September 22.
In the last few days of September details on the much-anticipated
sweeping tax reform and reports that August durable goods orders rose
1.7%, Q2 GDP was revised to 3.1%, and August personal income rose
0.2% helped catapult the S&P 500, NASDAQ Composite, and Russell
2000 indices to new record closing highs.
For the month of September Treasury yields shifted upward along all
maturities of the curve. The five-year yield witnessed the largest
increase, rising 22 bps to 1.92% at month-end. In a late month speech
Fed Chair Janet Yellen warned about being too slow in the normalizing
of interest rates.
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For September the dollar strengthened against the euro
(+0.69%) and the yen (+2.34%), but it weakened against
the pound (-3.83%). Commodities prices were mixed for
the month, with near-month gold prices declining 2.64% to
close September at $1,281.50/ounce and with front-month
crude oil prices rising 9.40% to close the month at
$51.67/barrel.

CLOSED-END FUNDS LAB

For the month 61% of all CEFs posted NAV-based returns
in the black, with 81% of equity CEFs and 45% of fixed
income CEFs chalking up returns in the plus column. For
the first month in nine Lipper’s domestic equity CEFs
macro-group (+1.43%) outpaced its two equity-based
brethren: mixed-asset CEFs (+1.38%) and world equity
CEFs (+0.79%).
As a result of strengthening crude oil prices and other
select commodities prices, the Natural Resources CEFs
classification (+4.95%) jumped to the top of the equity
charts for the first month in 41. It was followed by Core
CEFs (+3.19%), Value CEFs (+2.05%), and Energy MLP
CEFs (+1.95%, August’s laggard). At the bottom of the
equity universe Utility CEFs (-1.57%), Growth CEFs (0.82%), and Emerging Markets CEFs (-0.75%) witnessed
the only negative returns. For the remaining equity
classifications returns ranged from 0.12% (Real Estate
CEFs) to positive 1.72% (Convertible Securities CEFs).
The two top-performing individual equity CEFs were
housed in Lipper’s Natural Resources CEFs classification.
At the top of the charts were Tortoise Energy
Independence Fund, Inc. (NDP, August’s laggard), rising
9.58% on a NAV basis and traded at a 3.40% premium on
September 29, and BlackRock Energy & Resources
Trust (BGR), gaining 9.31% and traded at an 8.89%
discount at month-end. Those were followed by RENN
Fund, Inc. (RCG, housed in the Global CEFs
classification), rising 9.22% and traded at a 9.09% discount
on
September
29;
John
Hancock
Financial
Opportunities Fund (BTO, warehoused in the Sector
Equity CEFs classification), gaining 9.17% and traded at a
3.21% premium at month-end; and Cushing Energy
Income Fund (SRF, housed in the Energy MLP CEFs
classification), posting a 9.04% return and traded at a
14.05% discount on September 29.

April 2013

For the month the dispersion of performance in individual
equity CEFs—ranging from minus 8.62% to positive
9.58%—was wider than August’s spread and more skewed
to the plus side. The 20 top-performing equity CEFs posted
returns at or above 3.72%, while the 20 lagging equity
CEFs were at or below minus 1.59%.
For the month 48 CEFs in the equity universe posted
negative returns. The worst performing fund was housed in
the Emerging Markets CEFs classification: Turkish
Investment Fund, Inc. (TKF) shed 8.62% of its
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August-closing NAV price and traded at a 3.85% discount on
September 29. RMR Real Estate Income Fund (RIF, housed in
the Real Estate CEFs classification) posted the next poorest
return in the equity universe, declining 6.70%. RIF traded at a
17.96% discount at month-end.
As a result of hawkish statements following the September FOMC
meeting, the ten-year Treasury yield bounced from 2.12% at
August month-end to an intra-month closing low of 2.05% on
September 7, then to a closing high of 2.33% on September 29; it
rose 21 bps for the month. For the tenth month in a row domestic
taxable bond CEFs (+0.28%) posted a plus-side return on
average. They were bettered by world income CEFs (+0.58%),
which benefitted from strong relative performance from Emerging
Markets Debt CEFs (+0.71%) and Global Income CEFs (+0.53%).
However, for the first month in three municipal bond CEFs (0.36%) on average posted a loss for the month.
Investors continued their search for yield, bidding up riskier bond
assets while turning a cold shoulder to more risk-averse issues. At
the top of the domestic taxable bond CEFs universe were High
Yield CEFs (+0.78%), High Yield CEFs (Leveraged) (+0.62%),
and Loan Participation CEFs (+0.48%). U.S. Mortgage CEFs (0.40%) and General Bond CEFs (-0.17%) witnessed the only
negative returns of the domestic taxable bond CEFs macro-group.
Breaking their winning streak, for the first month in three all the
municipal debt CEF classifications posted returns in the red for
September. High Yield Municipal Debt CEFs (-0.07%) and
General & Insured Municipal Debt CEFs (Unleveraged) (-0.15%)
mitigated losses better than the other classifications in the group,
while California Municipal Debt CEFs (-0.59%) was the group’s
laggard. National municipal debt CEFs (-0.27%) mitigated losses
better than their single-state municipal debt CEF counterparts (0.46%) by 19 bps.
At the top of the fixed income universe chart was KKR Income
Opportunities Fund (KIO, housed in the General Bond CEFs
classification), returning 2.06% and traded at a 3.40% discount on
September 29. Following KIO were NexPoint Credit Strategies

Fund (NHF, warehoused in the High Yield CEFs [Leveraged]
classification), returning 2.01% and traded at a 6.87% discount at
month-end; Avenue Income Credit Strategies Fund (ACP, also
housed in the High Yield CEFs [Leveraged] classification), posting
a 1.81% return and traded at a 2.83% discount on September 29;
PIMCO Flexible Credit Income Fund; Institutional (PFLEX, an
interval hybrid CEF also warehoused in the High Yield CEFs
[Leveraged] classification), tacking 1.74% onto its August monthend value; and MFS Special Value Trust (MFV, housed in the
High Yield CEFs classification), returning 1.68% and traded at a
9.47% premium at month-end.
For the remaining funds in the fixed income CEFs universe
monthly NAV-basis performance ranged from minus 25.82% for
City National Rochdale Select Strategies Fund (CNRLX, an
interval hybrid fund housed in Lipper’s General Bond CEFs
classification) to 1.61% for Stone Harbor Emerging Markets
Total Income Fund (EDI, housed in Lipper’s Emerging Markets
Debt CEFs classification and traded at a 3.13% premium at
month-end). The 20 top-performing fixed income CEFs posted
returns at or above 1.32%, while the 20 lagging CEFs were at or
below minus 0.79%. A total of 184 fixed income CEFs witnessed
negative NAV-based performance for September.
PREMIUM AND DISCOUNT BEHAVIOR
For September the median discount of all CEFs narrowed 44 bps
to 4.53%—still better than the 12-month moving average discount
(5.92%). Equity CEFs’ median discount narrowed 57 bps to
5.27%, while fixed income CEFs’ median discount narrowed 6 bps
to 4.11%. Single-state municipal debt CEFs’ median discount
witnessed the largest widening in the CEFs universe, 65 bps to
5.09%, while the domestic equity CEFs macro-group witnessed
the largest narrowing of discounts—120 bps to 3.07%.
April 2013

For the month 58% of all funds’ discounts or premiums improved,
while 39% worsened. In particular, 68% of equity funds and 51%
of fixed income funds saw their individual discounts narrow,
premiums widen, or premiums replace discounts. The number of
funds traded at premiums on September 29 (121) was 7 more
than the number on August 31.
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CEF EVENTS AND CORPORATE ACTIONS
IPOs
XA Investments (“XAI”) announced that XAI Octagon Floating
Rate & Alternative Income Term Trust (XFLT) priced its
successful IPO. The trust seeks attractive total return with an
emphasis on income generation across multiple stages of the
credit cycle by investing in a dynamically managed portfolio of
opportunities primarily within the corporate credit markets. Under
normal market conditions the trust will invest 80% of its managed
assets in floating rate credit instruments and other structured
credit investments (including CLO debt and CLO equity). The trust
began trading on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) on
September 27, 2017. The trust raised approximately $72.5 million
(before deduction of the sales load and offering expenses payable
by the trust) in its common-share offering, excluding any exercise
of the underwriters’ option to purchase additional shares. If the
underwriters exercise that option in full, the trust will have raised
approximately $83.4 million (before deduction of the sales load
and offering expenses payable by the trust). The offering was
scheduled to close on September 29, 2017, subject to customary
closing conditions.
Nuveen successfully completed the IPO of Nuveen Emerging
Markets Debt 2022 Target Term Fund (JEMD). The new CEF’s
investment objectives are to provide a high level of current income
and return the original NAV of $9.85 per common share on or
about its termination date of December 1, 2022. The fund seeks to
achieve its investment objectives by investing at least 80% of its
managed assets in emerging-market debt securities. The fund
raised approximately$130 million (before deduction of the sales
load and offering expenses payable by the fund) in its commonshare offering, excluding any exercise of the underwriters’ option
to purchase additional shares. If the underwriters exercise that
option in full, the fund will have raised approximately $149 million.
RIGHTS, REPURCHASES, TENDER OFFERS
BlackRock Advisors, LLC announced that the boards of
directors/trustees of 20 BlackRock taxable and equity CEFs
authorized the renewal of open market share repurchase
programs. Under each fund’s current repurchase program each
fund may repurchase through November 30, 2017, up to 5% of its
outstanding common shares (based on common shares
outstanding on November 30, 2016, for each fund other than
BlackRock Debt Strategies Fund, Inc. (DSU) and based on
common shares outstanding on October 28, 2016, for DSU) in
open market transactions. Pursuant to the board’s renewal of the
repurchase programs, commencing on December 1, 2017, each
fund may repurchase up to 5% of its outstanding common shares
(based on common shares outstanding on November 30, 2017,
for each fund) in open market transactions through November 30,
2018. The repurchase programs seek to enhance shareholder
value by purchasing fund shares trading at a discount from their
NAV per share.

MFS Investment Grade Municipal Trust (CXH) announced that,
in accordance with its tender offer for up to 15% of the fund’s
outstanding common shares (which expired on September 6,
2017), the fund accepted 1,738,044 shares, representing 15% of
shares, for payment on or about September 11, 2017. A total of
4,304,310.125415 shares were properly tendered and not
withdrawn by September 6, 2017, the final date for withdrawals.
Therefore, on a pro-rated basis approximately 40.38056% of the
shares so tendered by each shareholder were accepted for
payment. The purchase price of properly tendered shares was
98% of the fund’s NAV per share calculated as of the close of
regular trading on the NYSE on September 6, 2017, which was
equal to $10.535 per share.
First Trust Advisors L.P. announced that the board of trustees of
each of First Trust High Income Long/ Short Fund (FSD), First
Trust/Aberdeen Emerging Opportunity Fund (FEO), First
Trust Strategic High Income Fund II (FHY), First
Trust/Aberdeen Global Opportunity Income Fund (FAM), and
First Trust Enhanced Equity Income Fund (FFA) authorized
continuation of each fund’s share repurchase program. Pursuant
to each fund’s share repurchase program each fund may from
time to time and at the direction of management personnel
repurchase up to the amount of shares remaining in each fund’s
share repurchase program in secondary market transactions in
accordance with applicable law. Each fund’s share repurchase
program will continue until the earlier of (i) the repurchase of the
amount of shares remaining in each fund’s share repurchase
program or (ii) March 15, 2018.
Advent Claymore Convertible Securities and Income Fund
(AVK) and Advent Claymore Convertible Securities and
Income Fund II (AGC) announced the final results for each fund’s
tender offer for up to 15% of each fund’s common shares. The
tender offers commenced on August 9, 2017, and expired on
September 7, 2017. A total of 8,775,224 shares of AVK and
14,817,666 shares of AGC were duly tendered and not withdrawn.
Because the number of shares exceeded 3,537,132 shares of
AVK and 4,829,532 shares of AGC, the tender offers were
oversubscribed. Therefore, in accordance with the terms and
conditions specified in the tender offers each fund was to
purchase shares from all tendering shareholders on a pro rata
basis, disregarding fractions. Accordingly, on a pro rata basis
approximately 40% of shares of AVK and 33% of shares of AGC
for each shareholder who properly tendered shares were
accepted for payment. The funds expected to transmit payment to
purchase the duly tendered and accepted shares on or about
September 13, 2017. The purchase price of properly tendered
shares was $16.9540 per share of AVK and $6.4876 per share of
AGC, equal to 98% of each fund’s NAV per share as of
September 8, 2017 (the business day immediately following the
expiration date of the tender offers). Shares that were tendered
but not accepted for purchase and shares that were not tendered
remain outstanding.
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The board of directors of The New Ireland Fund, Inc. (IRL)
approved a transferable rights offering for the fund. The offer was
to be made only by means of a prospectus. The offer was
intended to increase the assets of the fund available for
investment, enabling the fund to take advantage of attractive
investment opportunities consistent with its investment objective
and strategies without having to reduce existing fund holdings. In
addition, increasing the assets of the fund was expected to result
in certain economies of scale that may lower the fund’s expense
ratio. Under the terms of the offer the fund was to issue to recorddate shareholders one transferable right for each common share
held on the record date, October 16, 2017. Each record-date
shareholder and each other holder of rights was entitled to
subscribe for one new common share for every three rights held
(one-for-three). The subscription price was to be determined on
the expiration date, November 10, 2017, based on a formula
equal to 92.5% of the average closing price of the fund’s common
shares on the NYSE on the expiration date and the four preceding
trading days. Pursuant to an over-subscription privilege, recorddate shareholders who exercised all rights issued to them would
be entitled to subscribe for additional fund shares that were not
subscribed for by other right holders. In addition, in the event the
subscription price was equal to or above the fund’s per-share
NAV on the expiration date, the fund could issue additional shares
( up to an amount equal to 25% of the shares to be issued
assuming all rights were exercised) to satisfy over-subscription
requests.
Deutsche High Income Opportunities Fund, Inc. (DHG)
announced that the fund’s board of directors extended the fund’s
existing open market share repurchase program for an additional
period from December 1, 2017, until March 30, 2018. The fund
may continue to purchase an aggregate of up to 5% of the fund’s
outstanding shares in open-market transactions over the period
from December 1, 2017, until March 30, 2018, when the fund’s
shares trade at a discount to NAV. The amount and timing of the
repurchases will be at the discretion of Deutsche Investment
Management Americas Inc. (DIMA), the fund’s investment
advisor, and subject to market conditions and investment
considerations. DIMA will seek to purchase shares at prices that
will be accretive to the fund’s NAV.
Deutsche Multi-Market Income Trust (KMM), Deutsche
Municipal Income Trust (KTF), Deutsche Strategic Income
Trust (KST), and Deutsche Strategic Municipal Income Trust
(KSM) each announced that its respective board of trustees
extended the fund’s existing open market share repurchase

program for an additional 12-month period. Each fund may
continue to purchase outstanding shares of beneficial interest in
open-market transactions over the 12-month period from
December 1, 2017, until November 30, 2018, when the fund’s
shares trade at a discount to NAV. The amount and timing of the
repurchases will be at the discretion of Deutsche Investment
Management Americas Inc. (DIMA), the funds’ investment
advisor, and subject to market conditions and investment
considerations. DIMA will seek to purchase shares at prices that
will be accretive to each fund’s NAV.
RMR Real Estate Income Fund (RIF) announced the results of
its transferable rights offering. The offer commenced on August
21, 2017, and expired on September 19, 2017. The offer entitled
rights holders to subscribe for up to an aggregate of 2,550,502 of
the fund’s common shares. The subscription price was $17.74 per
share and was determined based upon a formula equal to 90% of
the average of the last reported sales price of a share of the fund
on the NYSE on the expiration date and each of the four
immediately preceding trading days. The offer was oversubscribed. Shares will be issued promptly after completion and
receipt of all shareholder payments and the pro rata allocation of
shares in respect of the over-subscription privilege. Proceeds of
the offer were expected to be approximately $45.2 million. The
fund will receive the entire proceeds of the offer, since RMR
Advisors LLC, the fund’s investment advisor, agreed to pay the
dealer manager fee and all other expenses related to the offer.
The fund intends to invest the proceeds of the offer in accordance
with its investment objective and policies.
First Trust Strategic High Income Fund II (FHY) announced the
preliminary results of the tender offer it conducted. The fund
conducted a tender offer for up to 15% of its outstanding common
shares for cash at a price per share equal to 98% of the NAV per
share as determined as of the close of the regular trading session
of the NYSE on September 29, 2017. The fund’s tender offer,
which expired on Thursday, September 28, 2017, was
oversubscribed. Because the number of shares tendered
exceeded the number of shares the fund offered to purchase, the
fund was to purchase the maximum percentage of its outstanding
common shares on a pro rata basis in accordance with the
number of shares duly tendered by each shareholder and the
terms of the offer to purchase. Based on preliminary information, a
total of 2,623,694 shares were tendered. Those figures did not
include shares tendered through notice of guaranteed delivery.
The fund expected to announce the final results of the tender on
Wednesday, October 4, 2017.
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MERGERS AND REORGANIZATIONS
Madison Asset Management, LLC and the boards of trustees of
Madison Covered Call & Equity Strategy Fund (MCN) and
Madison Strategic Sector Premium Fund (MSP) announced
that the independent inspector of elections for the joint special
meeting of shareholders held on September 15, 2017, certified the
voting results of the special meetings. The proposal to approve
the reorganization of MSP into MCN was approved by MCN
shareholders, who approved the issuance of additional shares of
MCN in conjunction with the merger; however, the agreement and
plan of reorganization was not approved by MSP shareholders.
Because the closing of the merger was contingent upon both MSP
and MCN obtaining the requisite shareholder approvals, the
merger of MSP into MCN will not occur at this time.
The reorganization of Diversified Real Asset Income Fund
(DRA) into Nuveen Real Asset Income and Growth Fund (JRI)
was completed prior to the open of the NYSE on September 11,
2017. In the reorganization JRI acquired substantially all the
assets and liabilities of DRA in a tax-free transaction in exchange
for an equal aggregate value of newly issued common shares of
JRI. The exchange took place based upon the funds’ closing
NAVs on September 8, 2017. The exchange ratio at which
common shares of DRA were exchanged for common shares of
JRI was 1.00249699.
Deutsche Global High Income Fund, Inc. (formerly traded on
the NYSE under the symbol LBF) announced payment of a final
liquidating distribution to shareholders of $8.823 per share.
Liquidation proceeds were expected to be disbursed on Monday,
September 18, 2017. The liquidating distribution was made
pursuant to the fund’s plan of liquidation as announced on May
17, 2017. The liquidating distribution represented all the fund’s
remaining net assets except for amounts set aside for reasonably
ascertainable liabilities and obligations of the fund.
OTHER
BlackRock Advisors, LLC announced that the board of trustees of
BlackRock Utility and Infrastructure Trust (BUI) approved
changing the fund’s name to “BlackRock Utility, Infrastructure &
Power Opportunities Trust” and approved changes to certain nonfundamental investment policies of the fund. The changes to the
fund’s name and non-fundamental investment policies were
expected to take effect on or about November 27, 2017. The fund
will continue to trade on the NYSE under its current ticker symbol,
BUI.
The fund currently considers and will continue to consider the
“utilities” business segment to include products, technologies, and
services connected to the management, ownership operation,
construction, development, or financing of facilities used to
generate, transmit, or distribute electricity, water, natural
resources, or telecommunications and the “infrastructure”
business segment to include companies that own or operate
infrastructure assets or that are involved in the development,
construction, distribution, or financing of infrastructure assets. As
part of the changes to the fund’s non-fundamental investment

policies approved by the board, the fund will consider the “power
opportunities” business segment to include companies with a
significant involvement in, supporting, or necessary to renewable
energy technology and development, alternative fuels, energy
efficiency, automotive, and sustainable mobility and technologies
that enable or support the growth and adoption of new power and
energy sources. Such companies may include among others
electrical equipment producers (such as wind turbine
manufacturers), producers of industrial and specialty chemicals
(such as building insulation producers), and semi-conductor and
equipment companies (such as solar panel manufacturers).
The board of trustees of First Trust Dynamic Europe Equity
Income Fund (FDEU) approved a managed distribution policy for
the fund in reliance on exemptive relief received from the
Securities and Exchange Commission, which permits the fund to
make periodic distributions of long-term capital gains more
frequently than otherwise permitted with respect to its common
shares, subject to certain conditions. Under the plan the fund
currently intends to pay a monthly distribution in the amount of
$0.121 per share, which represents the current earnings forecast
of the fund. However, the distribution amount per share could
increase or decrease in the future as a result of a change in actual
or forecasted earnings. A change in the distribution amount per
share must be approved by the fund’s board of trustees. A portion
of this monthly distribution may include realized capital gains. This
may result in a reduction of the long-term capital gains distribution
necessary at year-end by distributing realized capital gains
throughout the year. The annual distribution rate is independent of
the fund’s performance during any particular period but is
expected to correlate with the fund’s performance over time. The
fund anticipated declaring its first regularly scheduled monthly
distribution pursuant to the plan in the second half of September
2017.
Principal Real Estate Income Fund (PGZ) announced that its
board of trustees approved adoption of a managed distribution
plan whereby the fund will beginning in October 2017 make
monthly distributions to common shareholders, set initially at a
fixed monthly rate of $0.11 per common share. This information
updated and superseded information provided in the press
release dated August 7, 2017, regarding the fund’s distribution for
October 2017. The managed distribution plan represents a
reduction from the fund’s recent distributions of $0.145 per
common share. This reduction is due to proceeds from maturing
bonds being reinvested in a lower-yield environment. Based on
the fund’s current share price of $19.15 as of market close on
September 12, 2017, the distributions represent an approximate
annualized distribution rate of 6.89%.
© Thomson Reuters 2017. All Rights Reserved. Lipper FundMarket Insight
Reports are for informational purposes only, and do not constitute investment
advice or an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security of
any entity in any jurisdiction. No guarantee is made that the information in this
report is accurate or complete and no warranties are made with regard to the
results to be obtained from its use. In addition, Thomson Reuters Lipper will
not be liable for any loss or damage resulting from information obtained from
Lipper or any of its affiliates.
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Average of Average of Average of Average of
1Mo Nav
1 Mo Mkt
Sep P/D
Aug P/D

Lipper Category

Average of Average of Average of Average of
1 Mo P/D YTD NAV
YTD Mkt
YTD P/D
chg
Change
Change Change (%)

California Municipal Debt Funds

-0.96%

-0.80%

0.38%

0.21%

0.17%

2.40%

4.99%

2.42%

Convertible Securities Funds

0.84%

0.93%

-2.61%

-2.69%

0.07%

4.72%

12.34%

6.65%

Core Funds

2.31%

3.37%

-8.27%

-8.05%

1.19%

8.17%

12.36%

2.77%

Corporate BBB-Rated Debt
Funds(Leveraged)

-0.45%

-0.10%

-6.93%

-7.23%

0.30%

3.45%

4.37%

0.86%

Corporate Debt Funds BBB-Rated

-0.48%

0.25%

-1.97%

-2.66%

0.69%

1.71%

3.90%

2.38%

Developed Market Funds

0.96%

1.85%

-8.76%

-9.61%

0.85%

19.96%

25.78%

4.31%

Emerging Markets Funds

-1.23%

-1.11%

-9.92%

-10.09%

0.17%

23.14%

28.68%

3.51%

Emerging Mrkts Hard Currency Debt Funds

-0.37%

0.78%

-3.70%

-5.73%

1.07%

6.99%

11.44%

3.95%

Energy MLP Funds
General & Insured Muni Debt Funds
(Leveraged)

1.64%

1.95%

-1.91%

-2.06%

0.15%

-12.33%

-7.29%

5.71%

-0.75%

-1.53%

-2.64%

-1.86%

-0.78%

2.68%

4.18%

1.36%

General & Insured Muni Fds (Unleveraged)

-0.46%

0.22%

-0.44%

-1.07%

0.63%

2.44%

5.97%

3.31%

General Bond Funds

-0.94%

0.05%

-0.69%

-0.83%

0.14%

3.47%

6.03%

2.53%

Global Funds

0.78%

2.27%

-4.36%

-5.79%

1.43%

10.80%

18.78%

6.27%

Global Income Funds

-0.10%

0.56%

-1.61%

-2.21%

0.60%

5.93%

10.16%

3.85%

Growth Funds

-0.81%

5.23%

-4.60%

-6.90%

2.30%

22.21%

25.12%

8.30%

High Yield Funds

0.26%

0.62%

-3.70%

-3.36%

0.03%

2.29%

6.67%

4.31%

High Yield Funds (Leveraged)

0.04%

1.15%

-4.13%

-5.15%

0.88%

2.04%

4.97%

2.23%

High Yield Municipal Debt Funds

-0.50%

-0.24%

-1.44%

-1.66%

0.23%

2.95%

6.00%

2.77%

Income & Preferred Stock Funds

0.55%

0.98%

-1.68%

-2.17%

0.49%

5.05%

8.89%

2.65%

Intermediate Municipal Debt Funds

-0.67%

-1.27%

-4.77%

-4.20%

-0.57%

2.95%

1.83%

-1.17%

Loan Participation Funds

0.03%

0.56%

-4.57%

-3.97%

0.45%

-0.36%

-0.63%

-1.28%

Natural Resources Funds

4.68%

5.59%

-4.45%

-5.26%

0.82%

-8.37%

-3.35%

4.91%

New Jersey Municipal Debt Funds

-0.56%

-1.50%

-6.68%

-5.76%

-0.91%

3.11%

2.18%

-1.03%

New York Municipal Debt Funds

-0.71%

-0.60%

-2.93%

-3.07%

0.14%

2.57%

4.22%

1.49%

Options Arbitrage/Opt Strategies Funds

0.74%

1.90%

-0.80%

-1.94%

1.14%

7.38%

13.18%

4.99%

Other States Municipal Debt Funds

-0.87%

-1.42%

-4.70%

-3.88%

-0.59%

1.98%

2.77%

0.72%

Pacific Ex Japan Funds

1.12%

2.34%

-8.20%

-9.33%

1.13%

24.14%

33.28%

6.25%

Pennsylvania Municipal Debt Funds

-0.68%

-0.84%

-8.72%

-8.58%

-0.13%

1.92%

0.15%

-2.02%

Real Estate Funds

-0.95%

-0.71%

-5.40%

-5.98%

0.58%

0.50%

6.61%

4.03%

Sector Equity Funds

0.20%

0.46%

-4.11%

-3.91%

-0.19%

8.41%

12.40%

3.06%

U.S. Mortgage Funds

-0.89%

-0.65%

-2.00%

-1.82%

-0.18%

2.61%

4.66%

1.67%

Utility Funds

-2.27%

-1.51%

-0.50%

-1.33%

0.83%

7.40%

13.97%

5.75%

Value Funds

1.35%

2.54%

-5.76%

-6.72%

0.96%

4.36%

13.36%

4.62%
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Top 5 Performing CEFs

Fund Name

Category

Ticker
Symbol

1-Month NAV
Change

Rank

Tortoise Energy Indpndce

Natural Resources Funds

XNDPX

9.6%

1

RENN Fund

Global Funds

9.2%

2

Adams Natural Resources

Natural Resources Funds

XPEOX

8.8%

3

BlackRock Energy & Res

Natural Resources Funds

XBGRX

8.7%

4

Cushing Energy Income

Energy MLP Funds

XSRFX

8.6%

5

Fund Name

Category

Ticker
Symbol

Year-to-Date
NAV Change

Rank

New Germany Fund

Developed Market Funds

XGFNX

37.1%

1

Aberdeen Latin America

Emerging Markets Funds

XLAQX

33.6%

2

Templeton Emerging Mkts

Emerging Markets Funds

XEMFX

32.9%

3

Morg Stan India Inv

Emerging Markets Funds

XIIFX

32.1%

4

BlackRock Sci&Tech Trust

Sector Equity Funds

XBSTX

31.2%

5

Fund Name

Category

Ticker
Symbol

1-Month
Market Change

Rank

J Hancock Finl Opptys

Sector Equity Funds

XBTOX

11.8%

1

Voya Nat Res Eq Inc

Natural Resources Funds

XIRRX

9.5%

2

Miller/Howard High Inc E

Global Funds

XHIEX

9.4%

3

BlackRock Energy & Res

Natural Resources Funds

XBGRX

9.3%

4

Cushing Renaissance

Natural Resources Funds

XSZCX

9.3%

5

Fund Name

Category

Ticker
Symbol

Year-to-Date
Market Change

Rank

Asia Pacific Fund

Pacific Ex Japan Funds

XAPBX

42.8%

1

New Germany Fund

Developed Market Funds

XGFNX

42.1%

2

Aberdeen Chile

Emerging Markets Funds

XXCHX

40.8%

3

Morg Stan China A

Emerging Markets Funds

XCAFX

40.4%

4

Turkish Investment Fund

Emerging Markets Funds

XTKFX

38.3%

5

Fund Name

Category

Ticker
Symbol

1-Month P/D
Change

Rank

Gabelli Multimedia Trust

Global Funds

XGGTX

7.4%

1

Miller/Howard High Inc E

Global Funds

XHIEX

7.2%

2

Voya Infr Indus & Matr

Global Funds

XIDEX

5.5%

3

Gabelli Utility Trust

Utility Funds

XGUTX

5.4%

4

Voya Itl Hi Div Eqty Inc

Options Arbitrage/Opt Strategies Funds

XIIDX

5.1%

5

Fund Name

Category

Ticker
Symbol

Year-to-Date
P/D Change

Rank

MFS Special Value Trust

High Yield Funds

XMFVX

16.2%

1

Gabelli Multimedia Trust

Global Funds

XGGTX

15.9%

2

BlackRock VA Muni Bd Tr

Other States Municipal Debt Funds

XBHVX

15.2%

3

Gabelli Conv & Inc Secs

Convertible Securities Funds

XGCVX

15.1%

4

Gabelli Utility Trust

Utility Funds

XGUTX

14.5%

5
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Global ETF and ETP Monthly Overview

Global ETF and ETP asset growth as at end of September 2017
At the end of September 2017, the Global ETF industry had 5,179 ETFs, with 10,718 listings, assets of US$4,299 Bn, from 302 providers on 68
exchanges. At the end of September 2017, the Global ETF/ETP industry had 7,060 ETFs/ETPs, with 13,295 listings, assets of US$4,470 Bn,
from 336 providers on 70 exchanges.

Year
# ETFs
# ETFs/ETPs
ETF assets
ETF/ETP
assets

2003
291
306
212

2004
337
367
310

2005
453
509
417

2006
727
890
580

2007
1,187
1,548
807

2008
1,619
2,244
716

2009
1,969
2,748
1,041

2010
2,482
3,622
1,313

2011
3,032
4,344
1,355

2012
3,344
4,726
1,754

2013
3,617
5,105
2,254

2014
3,992
5,582
2,643

2015
4,461
6,179
2,870

2016 Sep-17
4,854 5,179
6,675 7,060
3,397 4,299

218

319

426

603

857

774

1,158

1,478

1,526

1,949

2,398

2,784

2,994

3,548

4,470

Summary for ETFs/ETPs: Global
ETFGI, a leading independent research and consultancy firm on trends in
the global ETF/ETP ecosystem, reported today that assets invested in
ETFs/ETPs listed globally reached a new record of US$4.470 trillion at the
end of September 2017, according to ETFGI’s September 2017 global ETF
and ETP industry insights report an annual paid for research subscription
service.
The Global ETF/ETP industry had 7,019 ETFs/ETPs, with 13,199 listings,
assets of US$4.800 trillion, from 331 providers on 70 exchanges in 56
countries.
ETFs and ETPs listed globally gathered an amount of US$42.43 Bn in net
inflows in August marking 43 consecutive months of net inflows and a
record level of US$433.69 Bn in year to date net inflows. At this point last
year there were net inflows of just US$216.59 Bn.
“The US market typically has performed poorest during the month of
September. This year the S&P 500 was up 2.06% in September and is up
14.24% year to date. The S&P 500 Value outperformed S&P 500 Growth up
3.28% and 1.11% respectively, furthering the perception of stronger
economic fundamentals. Energy and Financials were September's top
performing sectors, up 9.94% and 5.14%, respectively. The S&P Developed
Ex-U.S. BMI gained 2.57% in September and is up 20.76% year to date.
Emerging markets declined 0.55% in September due to headwinds
including a rising dollar but is up 26.95% year to date. The uncertainty of

Brexit negotiations and North Korea are still areas of concern for investors.”
According to Deborah Fuhr, Managing Partner and co-founder of ETFGI.
Equity ETFs/ETPs gathered a level of US$23.47 Bn in net inflows in August,
bringing year to date net inflows to a record level of US$295.67 Bn, which is
much greater than the net inflows of US$74.25 Bn over the same period last
year.
Fixed income ETFs and ETPs have gathered a level of US$11.15 Bn in net
inflows in August, growing year to date net inflows to a record level of
US$107.28 Bn, which is greater than the same period last year which saw
net inflows of US$93.56 Bn.
Commodity ETFs/ETPs accumulated net inflows of US$1.39 Bn in August.
Year to date, net inflows are at US$5.64 Bn, which is significantly less than
the net inflows of US$33.68 Bn gathered over the same period last year.
iShares gathered the largest net ETF/ETP inflows in August with US$13.68
Bn, followed by Vanguard with US$10.00 Bn and Nomura AM with US$4.46
Bn net inflows.
YTD, iShares gathered the largest net ETF/ETP inflows with US$172.63 Bn
which is above the US$137.90 Bn gathered in all of 2016, followed by
Vanguard with US$101.79 Bn and Nomura AM with US$18.09 Bn net
inflows.

Source: ETFGI data sourced from ETF/ETP sponsors, exchanges, regulatory filings, Thomson Reuters/Lipper, Bloomberg, publicly available sources, and data generated by our in-house team.
Note: “ETFs” are typically open-end index funds that provide daily portfolio transparency, are listed and traded on exchanges like stocks on a secondary basis as well as utilising a unique creation and redemption
process for primary transactions. “ETPs” refers to other products that have similarities to ETFs in the way they trade and settle but they do not use a mutual fund structure. The use of other structures including grantor
trusts, partnerships, notes and depositary receipts by ETPs can create different tax and regulatory implications for investors when compared to ETFs which are funds.
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Global ETF/ETP Assets Summary

ETF/ETP assets by region listed

Region

# ETFs/
ETPs

Assets
(US$ Bn)

ETF/ETP assets by product structure

ETF/ETP assets by asset class

%
total

Asset
class

# ETFs/
ETPs

Assets
(US$ Bn)

%
total

Asset
class

# ETFs/
ETPs

Assets
(US$ Bn)

%
total

US

2,035 $3,166.4 70.8%

Equity

3,849

$3,429.3 76.7%

ETF

5,179 $4,299.5

Europe

2,285

$751.2 16.8%

Fixed Income 1,015

$735.6 16.5%

ETP

1,881

201

$244.9

5.5%

Commodities

697

$148.8

3.3%

Total

7,060 $4,470.5 100.0%

1,153

$154.4

3.5%

Active

377

$63.6

1.4%

535

$108.4

2.4%

Leveraged

419

$43.6

1.0%

804

$38.2

0.9%

Leveraged
Inverse

187

$17.0

0.4%

47

$6.9

0.2%

Others

516

$32.6

0.7%

Japan
Asia Pacific
(ex-Japan)
Canada
Middle East
and Africa
Latin
America
Total

7,060 $4,470.5 100.0%

Total

7,060

$171.0

96.2%
3.8%

Source: ETFGI data sourced from ETF/ETP sponsors,
exchanges,
regulatory
filings,
Thomson
Reuters/Lipper, Bloomberg, publicly available sources,
and data generated by our in-house team.

$4,470.5 100.0%

Source: ETFGI data sourced from ETF/ETP sponsors, exchanges, regulatory filings, Thomson Reuters/Lipper, Bloomberg, publicly available sources, and data generated by our in-house
team. Note: This report is based on the most recent data available at the time of publication. Asset and flow data may change slightly as additional month-end data becomes available.

ARCHIVES NOW AVAILABLE
2017 AGENDA
PRESENTATION
ARCHIVES
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Global Year to Date Net New Assets

YTD 2017 vs 2016, 2015, 2014 ETF and ETP net new assets by asset class: Global

ETFs and ETPs listed globally gathered net inflows of $49,382 Mn in
September. Year to date, net inflows stand at $483,069 Mn. At this
point last year there were net inflows of $242,733 Mn.
Equity ETFs/ETPs saw net inflows of $36,558 Mn in September,
bringing year to date net inflows to $332,189 Mn, which is greater
than the net inflows of $88,416 Mn over the same period last year.
Fixed income ETFs and ETPs experienced net inflows of $10,483 Mn
in September, growing year to date net inflows to $117,758 Mn,
which is greater than the same period last year which saw net inflows
of $101,682 Mn.
Commodity ETFs/ETPs accumulated net inflows of $2,479 Mn in
September. Year to date, net inflows are at $8,118 Mn, compared to
net inflows of $35,771 Mn over the same period last year.

Actively
managed
products
saw
net
inflows
of
$1,879 Mn in September, bringing year to date net inflows to $18,349
Mn, which is greater than the net inflows of $4,657 Mn over the same
period last year.
Products tracking alternative indices experienced net outflows of $15
Mn in September, reducing year to date net inflows to $723 Mn,
which is greater than the same period last year which saw net
outflows of $2,217 Mn.
Currency products saw net outflows of $79 Mn in September. Year to
date, net outflows are at $188 Mn, compared to net outflows of $119
Mn over the same period last year.
Products holding more than one asset class saw net inflows of $71
Mn in September, bringing year to date net inflows to $1,489 Mn,
which is greater than the net outflows of $297 Mn over the same
period last year.

Source: ETFGI data sourced from ETF/ETP sponsors, exchanges, regulatory filings, Thomson Reuters/Lipper, Bloomberg, publicly available sources, and data generated by our in-house team.
Note: This report is based on the most recent data available at the time of publication. Asset and flow data may change slightly as additional month-end data becomes available.
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ETF/ ETP Distribution and Benchmarks

Distribution of ETFs/ETPs by size
596 ETFs/ETPs have
greater than US$1 Bn
in assets, while 2,282
have greater than
US$100 Mn in assets
and
2,978
have
greater
than
US$50 Mn in assets.
The 596 ETFs/ETPs
with greater than US$1
Bn in assets hold a
combined
total
of
US$3,786
Bn,
or
84.8%,
of
Global
ETF/ETP assets.

ETF/ETP underlying benchmarks: developed equity
Top 20 by assets

Top 20 by monthly net inflows

Name
MSCI EAFE Index
CRSP US Total Market Index
FTSE Developed All Cap ex US
Transition Index
EURO STOXX 50 NR Index
MSCI EAFE IMI Index USD
MSCI US REIT Index
CRSP US Large Cap Value Index
MSCI Japan Index
CRSP US Large Cap Growth Index
MSCI EMU index
DAX Index
CRSP US Mid Cap Index
Dow Jones Industrial Average Index
CRSP US Small Cap Index
FTSE High Dividend Yield Index
FTSE Developed Europe Index
Hang Seng Index
Dow Jones US Select Dividend
Index
MSCI Europe index
MSCI US Investable Market
Information Technology 25/50 Index

Assets
NNA
(US$ Mn) (US$ Mn)
Sep-17
Sep-17
94,886
(358)
84,431
572

NNA
(US$ Mn)
YTD 2017
8,799
5,944

62,885

988

14,163

45,778
36,873
34,167
33,528
31,913
29,266
24,568
23,137
20,229
19,897
19,722
19,483
19,381
19,363

982
2,357
(157)
439
(545)
307
451
145
326
521
217
196
36
(424)

3,891
16,828
1,277
4,340
(1,177)
1,805
7,202
(332)
1,693
1,645
1,933
645
4,999
(1,824)

17,565

(32)

(904)

16,330

(302)

(819)

14,757

(35)

1,603

Name
MSCI EAFE IMI Index USD
FTSE Developed All Cap ex US
Transition Index
EURO STOXX 50 NR Index
CRSP US Total Market Index
Dow Jones Industrial Average Index
MSCI EMU index
CRSP US Large Cap Value Index
EURO STOXX Banks Index
Dow Jones US Select Home
Construction Index
MSCI USA Sector Neutral Quality
Index
CRSP US Mid Cap Index
MSCI Europe Financials Index
CRSP US Large Cap Growth Index
Alerian MLP Infrastructure Index
MSCI EAFE Small Cap Index
CRSP US Small Cap Index
Dow Jones US Large Cap Total
Stock Market Index
CAC 40 Index
FTSE High Dividend Yield Index
MSCI USA Momentum Index
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Assets
NNA
NNA
(US$ Mn) (US$ Mn) (US$ Mn)
Sep-17
Sep-17 YTD 2017
36,873
2,357
16,828
62,885

988

14,163

45,778
84,431
19,897
24,568
33,528
4,525

982
572
521
451
439
404

3,891
5,944
1,645
7,202
4,340
2,378

1,794

357

269

3,876

330

(11)

20,229
2,723
29,266
12,371
9,502
19,722

326
316
307
267
233
217

1,693
1,331
1,805
1,546
1,583
1,933

10,189

205

2,036

7,459
19,483
4,053

200
196
187

1,070
645
1,539
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Year to Date ETF / ETP Product Launches

2017 ETF/ETP product launches
# ETFs/ETPs by region listed

Region

# ETFs/ETPs

# ETFs/ETPs by asset class

% total

Asset class

# ETFs/ETPs by product structure

# ETFs/ETPs

% total

Structure

# ETFs/ETPs

% total

Asia Pacific (ex-Japan)

198

31.3%

Equity

261

41.3%

ETF

522

82.6%

US

170

26.9%

Active

97

15.3%

ETP

110

17.4%

Europe

134

21.2%

Fixed income

92

14.6%

Total

632

100.0%

Canada

94

14.9%

Commodities

50

7.9%

Japan

20

3.2%

Leveraged

47

7.4%

Middle East and Africa

16

2.5%

Mixed

40

6.3%

Others

45

7.1%

Total

632 100.0%

Total

632 100.0%

Source: ETFGI, Bloomberg, ETF/ETP providers.

Please visit www. Etfgi.com and contact deborah.fuhr@etfgi.com if you would like to subscribe to ETFGI's full monthly Global ETF and ETP
industry insights reports containing over 300 pages of charts and analysis, ETFGI's Institutional Users of ETFs and ETPs report or a custom
analysis.

Annually, Capital Link holds 14 annual Investment Conferences in New York, London,
Athens and Shanghai on maritime transportation and marine services, corporate social
responsibility, Closed-End Funds and Global ETFs, a Greek Investor Forum in New York,
and a Global Derivatives Forum on Commodities, Energy and Freight.
To view our upcoming conference, please click here.
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Closed-End Funds Rating Actions

Sizable Illinois Exposures Despite Recent
Concerns
October 17, 2017
Closed-end funds continue to hold significant Illinois
debt despite the recent budget impasse and fiscal
issues, but exposures are diversified and
manageable. Illinois was the largest state allocation
across 59 Fitch-rated national investment-grade and
high yield municipal funds managed by 12 fund
managers as of June 30, 2017. These funds held an
average of 10.1% of their portfolios in debt issued by
Illinois entities, or $6.3 billion in aggregate.
Diversification across sectors and issuers within
Illinois is a key mitigant. General obligation and
appropriation bonds accounted for the largest portion
of the Illinois exposure, at 33% of the total, while
healthcare related bonds accounted for 17%.
Although there have been credit concerns regarding

Illinois, the funds’ holdings are concentrated in
investment-grade issuers with eight of the top 10
exposures rated investment grade by Fitch.
Chicago Board of Education has been a recent credit
of concern due to unfunded pension liabilities and
state funding dynamics. Closed-end funds held $548
million in the board’s bonds as of June 30, making it
the fourth largest Illinois exposure. However, this
exposure was only held in 14 of the 59 funds and by
four of the 12 fund managers, which may indicate
that only a minority of fund managers continue to be
comfortable with the exposure or find value in it. A
portion of the exposure is insured, primarily by
National Public Finance Guarantee (not rated by
Fitch).

Authored by:
Greg Fayvilevich
+1 212 908-8151
Brian Knudsen
+1 646 582-4904

Rating Actions
To access the complete rating action, please click on the links below.
•

Fitch Downgrades Short-Term Ratings on VRDP Shares Issued by Three Nuveen Funds – October 2

•

Fitch Affirms Note Programs of 7 Banco Popular Puerto Rico Closed-End Funds – October 3

•

Fitch Affirms Note Programs of 12 UBS Puerto Rico Closed-End Funds – October 3

•

Fitch Affirms 11 Santander Puerto Rico Closed-End Fund Note Programs – October 3

•

Fitch Rates MFP Shares of Nuveen Missouri Quality Municipal Income Fund – October 16
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Closed-End Fund Commentary

Closed-End Fund Review - Third Quarter 2017
October 23, 2017
Third Quarter 2017 Overview
The third quarter was another positive one for diversified
closed-end fund (CEF) investors. The average CEF was
up 2.28% during the quarter and is now up 11.24% yearto-date (YTD). Broadly speaking, CEFs continue to
benefit from rising equity prices (both domestic and
international), solid credit conditions (i.e., low default
environment) and a steady long-term interest rate
environment. Similar to prior quarters this year, it was
another broad-based rally for the third quarter. Indeed,
fixed-income CEFs were up on average 1.88% during
the quarter and are now positive by 9.45% YTD. Equity
CEFs were positive--on average 2.71% for the quarter
and are now up 14.30% YTD. (Source: Morningstar. All
data is share price total return.)
My three favored categories, as outlined in the CEF
commentary
piece
from
January,
http://www.ftportfolios.com/Commentary/Insights/2017/1/
27/fourth-quarter-2016 also continue to provide CEF
investors with very solid total returns. U.S. Equity CEFs
were up 3.86% for the quarter and are now up on
average 13.77% YTD. Senior Loan CEFs had a slight
positive total return of 0.45% during the quarter and are
up on average 5.30% YTD. Global Equity CEFs were up
5.77% during the quarter and are now up on average
24.01% YTD. (Morningstar)
While 2017 has been a very rewarding year so far for
CEF investors and follows a year when the average fund
was up a solid 8.59% (Morningstar), it has led to a
meaningful narrowing of average discounts to net asset
value (NAV). Indeed, according to Morningstar, as of the
end of the third quarter the average discount to NAV was
only 3.53%. We began the year with an average
discount to NAV of 6.34% (Morningstar). As average
discounts to NAV continue to narrow, it signals to me
two very important items:
1. CEF investors need to pick their spots even more
carefully and focus on funds and categories where they
find the underlying asset class is attractive from a
valuation as well as a fundamental basis. For me, that
continues to mean overweighting U.S. Equity, Global
Equity, Senior Loan and Limited-Duration CEFs.

2. Expect even more of the potential total return a
diversified portfolio of CEFs provides to come from the
distributions as there is less opportunity for discount
narrowing to boost total returns.
Game Plan for Rest of 2017 and Looking Ahead to
2018
As the fourth quarter of 2017 commences and as CEF
investors begin thinking about 2018, I am making no
changes to my belief that the core of a diversified CEF
investor’s portfolio should consist of U.S. Equity, Global
Equity, Senior Loan and Limited-Duration CEFs. On the
municipal front, non-levered Municipal CEFs or Term
Trust Municipal CEFs, both of which tend to have less
duration risk than a traditional perpetual, levered
Municipal CEF may be preferred.
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Why am I making no changes to my favored categories
and strategy for CEF investing for the remainder of 2017
and heading into 2018? It’s simple: because our “macrooutlook” as outlined by our Economics Team continues
to forecast higher U.S. equity prices (our strategist also
finds value in Europe), slowly rising short and long-term
interest rates and continued economic growth in the U.S.
economy. Using that forecast as my backdrop, I continue
to believe a diversified portfolio of U.S. Equity, Global
Equity, Senior Loan and Limited-Duration CEFs is best
positioned to provide investors with attractive total
returns as has been the case the past two years.
Furthermore, valuations among these 4 categories
remain attractive as the average discount for U.S. Equity
CEFs was 8.59%, Global Equity CEFs was 7.21%,
Senior Loan CEFs was 3.14% and Limited-Duration
CEFs was 6.41% as of 10/1/17 (Morningstar).
Finally, during this time of year, I always get inquiries
related to what my views are relating to tax-loss selling
season in CEFs, which is usually at its peak in late
November and December. Given the fact the average
CEF is up 11.24% YTD and that the gains were broad
and included most categories of the CEF marketplace, I
am not expecting a particularly rough season of tax-loss
selling during this year’s fourth quarter.
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Tortoise Talk - Third quarter 2017
Crude oil prices stabilized throughout the third quarter as
inventories meaningfully declined during the period. On the
supply side, production curtailment compliance among the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) was high
and U.S. rig counts leveled off. The summer driving season
resulted in strong demand for refined products. The broad
energy sector, as measured by the S&P Energy Select Sector®
Index, returned 7.0% for the quarter as broad energy sentiment
improved. While Hurricane Harvey wreaked havoc on the
Houston area at the end of August resulting in community
devastation, energy assets proved remarkably durable during the
storm, incurring minimal downtime and little physical damage.

suppliers of crude oil to the rest of the world. We expect higher
absolute volumes of oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids, driving a
need for additional energy infrastructure to gather, process and
transport the higher volumes. More broadly, U.S. crude oil production
is expected to average 9.2 million barrels per day (MMbbl/d) in 2017.
The 2018 forecast is for 9.9 MMbbl/d. If reached, it would be a record
high1.

The broader equity market, represented by the S&P 500® Index, had
a solid quarter returning 4.5%. Fixed income performance was up
modestly from last quarter with the Bloomberg Barclays U.S.
Aggregate Bond Index returning 0.8%. MLPs underperformed other
income-oriented asset classes, returning -2.0% in the quarter
compared to REITs, which returned 1.1% and utilities which returned
2.9%, as represented by the FTSE NAREIT Equity Index and the S&P
Utilities Select Sector Index, respectively. At the end of the quarter,
the average MLP yield was 7.7%.

Natural gas
Natural gas prices were fairly flat during the quarter, opening at $2.94
per million British thermal units (MMBtu) and closing at $2.89.
Because of new export capabilities largely through liquefied natural
gas (LNG) as well as an increase in domestic consumption, we
believe the demand outlook is strong. On the supply side, we think
increased takeaway capacity coming online over the next year will
enable significant production growth, with expected production to
average 72.3 billion cubic feet per day in 2017, rising to 78.7 in 20182.

Upstream
Upstream oil and gas producers, as represented by the Tortoise North
American Oil and Gas Producers IndexSM, returned 8.7% for the
quarter. Crude oil prices improved; however, there were basin-specific
headwinds early in the quarter. For example, some Permian
producers reported a lower-than-expected crude oil production
percentage relative to natural gas production percentage. Stability was
the market expectation, and this decline surprised investors. We think
the change in percentage resulted from an increase in the absolute
level of natural gas production and not from a decline in crude oil
production, and believe fears of a sharp decline in the crude oil ‘cut’
are unfounded. Some fears have since abated, improving market
sentiment for producers during the quarter.

Midstream
Midstream fundamentals remained steady during the third quarter,
supported by strong second quarter earnings reports. More than half
of the companies in the Tortoise North American Pipeline IndexSM
surpassed expectations. In addition, average EBITDA growth on a
year-over-year basis was 21% for midstream companies3. We believe
these positive fundamental results from second quarter earnings
reports were misrepresented in the markets as stock performance for
some companies lagged in the third quarter.

Crude oil
We believe that the Permian basin will remain a key, growing oil
supply basin. In fact, 50% of the U.S. oil rig count is operating in the
Permian basin. The Energy Information Administration forecasts 2018
production to grow by 700,000 barrels per day1 with the largest
contribution of growth coming from the Permian. Longer term, we
believe the Permian will remain the lowest cost oil basin in the U.S.
Some parts of the Permian can even produce oil at a lower cost than
some OPEC countries, which positions it as one of the low cost

As mentioned previously, prices were steadier as inventories declined.
Specifically, crude oil prices started the quarter with West Texas
Intermediate (WTI) at $46.04 per barrel and steadily increased to end
the period at $51.67.

Pipeline companies returned 2.1% over the quarter, as measured by
the Tortoise North American Pipeline IndexSM. MLPs were more
restrained, returning -2.0% for the quarter, as represented by the
Tortoise MLP Index®. Weak equity capital markets and companyspecific issues weighed on MLPs casting doubt on the entire
midstream segment. Most notable to the market, Plains All American
Pipeline, L.P. (PAA) revised down 2017 and 2018 guidance despite an
inline quarter. In conjunction, Plains announced a reevaluation of its
distribution policy to enhance distribution coverage and leverage
metrics. In capital markets, Energy Transfer Partners raised
approximately $1 billion of equity. Not only was it the largest deal
during the quarter, but it was also an amount that proved challenging
for the market to digest.
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Despite the aforementioned, performance varied among pipeline
companies based on the commodities transported. Local gas
distribution companies were strong performers during the period as
interest rates remained low. Our long-term outlook for the midstream
sector remains positive with a projection for capital investments in
MLPs, pipeline and related organic projects at approximately $125
billion for 2017 to 2019.
Downstream
Hurricane Harvey most acutely impacted the refining sector in
Houston and Corpus Christi. The expectation was for capacity to
potentially remain offline for weeks, yet operational impact on key
assets was minimal. As expected, refining margins widened as
gasoline prices increased due to production being taken offline.
One item impacting the solar industry is the U.S. International Trade
Commission’s recommendation to apply a tariff to imported solar
modules. The President now has 60 days to approve, modify or reject
the recommendation. The expectation is that the Administration will
elect for a tariff, but one that is lower than the recommendation,
ultimately adding about 20-30% to the cost of solar. If this is the case,
we believe it is a net positive to existing projects as power purchase
agreement (PPA) pricing will need to move higher and a net negative
for solar developers who may have a harder time getting new projects
as they become marginally less competitive. We do believe
renewables will continue to play an increasing role in electricity
generation, as solar generation is expected to have meaningful growth
over the next few years.
Capital markets
In general, debt markets were more supportive than equity. This trend
was seen as MLPs and other pipeline companies raised more than
$18 billion, with about three quarters raised through debt offerings.

There was one midstream MLP initial public offering during the
quarter.
Merger and acquisition activity
Merger and acquisition activity among MLPs and other pipeline
companies remained stable totaling approximately $15 billion, though
still lower than historical levels. Andeavor Logistics LP had the two
largest announced transactions of the quarter, in deals valued at
about $2.4 and $3.8 billion.
Regulatory corner
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Update:
Since reaching a quorum, FERC rulings have been constructive, while
states remain more challenged. Some states have pushed back on
new pipelines, particularly in the Northeast. Whereas, we believe other
states are simply taking longer to release permits in order to ensure a
stronger legal defense in the event permits are subsequently
challenged.
Tax reform
Clearly lacking in detail, the tax reform proposal released appears to
be favorable for MLPs as it potentially includes immediate expensing
of capex and a pass through rate of 25%, well below the highest
marginal rate.
Concluding thoughts
The favorable crude oil inventory trend took center stage during the
quarter. We think better supply and demand balance and price
stability should lead to continued improvement in energy sector
investor sentiment. We believe macro improvements, growing U.S.
crude oil and natural gas production, and solid midstream
fundamentals are leading to compelling investment opportunities
across the energy value chain.
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Economic Outlook
October 2017
Positive economic data, supportive central bank
policies, solid corporate earnings, contained
inflation and a stable-to-weaker U.S. dollar have all
combined to sustain the synchronized global
narrative. The U.S. recovery is mature but still has
steam, while other economies are in more fledgling
stages of recovery. As global growth continues
and reflationary tailwinds strengthen, we see
additional upside in the global business cycle and
in turn, for equities, convertible securities, and
select areas of the credit markets.
Attention to potential downside risk and valuations
remain paramount. Although market participants are
not shying away from risk assets, they have been quick
to punish companies that disappoint. We may see
consolidation and sector rotation as we move through
the final months of the year; and given the sustained
rally in equities, we would not be surprised to see a
pause or even a correction. In an environment of
economic expansion, a breather in the markets could
provide buying opportunities for our long-term
approach. Historically, market corrections have tended
to be modest, provided that sales and earnings were
improving.
Among the potential risks on the horizon, monetary
policies are moving away from the exceedingly
accommodative stances of past years. In particular, the
Fed will be entering uncharted waters with its balance
sheet normalization. Rising rates could revive deflation
and prove especially troublesome for corporations that
have taken on high levels of debt in a low-interest rate

environment (for more, see our recent post, “More
Upside for Equities?”). We are watchful of political
instability and potential setbacks in euro-zone growth,
strained trade relationships, deceleration in China, and
acrimonious rhetoric between the U.S. and North
Korea.
United States
The U.S. economy looks set to continue on an
expansion course through at least the first half of 2018,
although we are watching for signs of late-cycle
pressures. Strong corporate earnings, very positive
employment data, healthy consumer trends, muted
inflation, and well-behaved long-term interest rates
suggest a low risk of recession. The prospect of tax
reform has revitalized the reflation narrative and the
passage of new tax policies could catalyze corporate
spending and earnings, and thus another leg of the
equity market rally. Also, small business optimism has
settled at an elevated level (Figure 2), which bodes
well for the economy as whole, as small businesses
have historically been the engine of U.S. job creation.
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We expect earnings-per-share for the S&P 500 to rise
nicely into 2018 (Figure 3), albeit at a slowing rate of
change. With broad-based earnings strength, we
believe the markets have more upside. As the rally in
U.S. equities has broadened, our U.S. equity portfolios
reflect diversified opportunity sets, including cyclical
exposures (in financials, industrials and consumer
discretionary) and traditional growth exposure (in
technology and health care).
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Global and International
Stable or improving economic conditions, ongoing monetary policy
accommodation, significant headroom for corporate margin expansion
and in many cases, better valuations (Figure 4) have led us to
maintain substantial exposure outside of the U.S. in our international
and global strategies. We continue to emphasize a balance of cyclical
growth and secular growth opportunities, with less exposure to
traditionally defensive sectors where we believe valuations are
elevated.
Outperformance of European shares (in local currency terms) paused
during the quarter, but euro appreciation resulted in continued
outperformance of dollar-based returns versus broad global and U.S.
equity benchmarks. Looking forward, the investment landscape in
Europe remains compelling. As usual, there are near-term political
risks and longer-term questions about the sustainability of monetary
and political frameworks but on balance, improving earnings, stillaccommodative monetary policy conditions, and reasonable
valuations provide an attractive backdrop over our investment
horizon.

Emerging economies are also well represented in our strategies. We
have often commented that the diversity among these economies
requires selectivity from both top-down and bottom-up perspectives.
Still, it’s important to recognize the extent to which the Chinese
economy influences the macroeconomic landscape across emerging
and developed economies. While we are watching for signs that
selective policy tightening may result in a sharper deceleration in
Chinese economic activity (particularly following the country’s
National Party Congress later this month), we have also seen
encouraging data, including in construction (Figure 5), auto sales, and
online goods sales. Given our view that near-term conditions in China
are likely to remain stable, as well as the improving growth trends we
see in other emerging economies, we maintain a favorable outlook on
emerging markets. We have identified many bottom-up
opportunities—particularly in China and India—that provide exposure
to long-term growth themes. A stable-to-weaker dollar is a
precondition
for
continued
short-term
emerging
market
outperformance but at this point, we do not anticipate a near-term
resurgence of the dollar and tightening global liquidity conditions. (For
more on our emerging market outlook, see our paper “The LongerTerm Opportunity in Emerging Markets.”)

In Japan, economic conditions have improved, monetary policy
remains very accommodative and valuations are attractive. Corporate
reforms over the past several years are bearing fruit as corporate
profits have reached a record high percentage of GDP (Figure 6). We
continue to favor multinational Japanese businesses, particularly
those benefiting from the improving global growth backdrop and
strong thematic tailwinds, including in automation and robotics.
Convertible Securities
In an environment of upbeat market sentiment and global economic
expansion, global convertible issuance has maintained a good clip,
with $61 billion through the end of the third quarter. U.S. companies
have represented the lion’s share of issuance at nearly $33 billion,
followed by Europe with close to $20 billion.
We believe the hybrid attributes of convertible securities can be
particularly advantageous in an environment where interest rates rise
gently and leadership rotation and consolidation accompany further
advances in the equity market. In addition to offering the opportunity
for equity upside with potential downside protection, convertibles have
historically offered a more attractive risk/return profile during periods
of rising interest rates than investment grade bonds.
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India by the Numbers
October 2017
India’s growth prospects have brightened considerably,
particularly with the steady progress that Prime Minister
Narendra Modi has made with reforms. The economy is in better
shape than before – inflation is benign, interest rates
accommodative, and fiscal consolidation remains on track.

Furthermore, the country’s immense growth potential is
undiminished. Coupled with a huge domestic market, a more
streamlined taxation system and expanding middle class,
India’s longer-term opportunities look attractive.
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India’s fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) industry will be worth
an estimated US$110.4 billion by 2020. Consumer companies that
stand to gain from increased personal spending include a leading
maker of personal/home care and food & beverage products, as well
as a homegrown personal care products-maker.

Banking on success
Modi’s surprise move last year to demonetize existing 500- and
1,000-rupee notes aimed to target corruption, widen the tax net and
bring more of the informal economy into the official fold over the long
term.

Increasingly connected
Smartphone shipments to India rose to record levels in the third
quarter of 2016, up 17.5% from the previous three months to 32.3
million units.4

Already, lenders are benefiting from the demonetization exercise,
which has moved cash from under mattresses into bank accounts
and other financial assets.

Demand for low-cost mobile handsets and new technologies (3G/4G)
is likely to accelerate data traffic to among the fastest-growing in the
world.
Infrastructure boost
Modi’s government is looking to spend more than US$32 billion to
upgrade the nation’s rickety infrastructure in fiscal year 2016- 2017.5

A stock-picker’s market
With over 5,800 listed companies, having a combined market
capitalization of US$2.39 trillion, as of August 2017, the BSE is the
world’s largest stock exchange by number of listed members.

SAVE THE DATE
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ARCHIVE
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Looking At The Past As We Think About The Future:
The Longer-Term Opportunity in Emerging Markets
September 2017
Higher economic growth, positive earnings trends,
increased capital flows and rising currencies versus the
U.S. dollar have fueled the outperformance of emerging
markets during 2017. As investors look past geopolitical
risks to focus on these more positive trends and
improved global growth, emerging market equities have
returned 30.5% year-to-date through September 15,
rebounding 65% since their lows in January 2016. In
light of these gains, some investors are increasingly
considering if the bull case is already fully reflected in
prices and if so, what the implications are for total return
potential over the complete market cycle.
Fundamental context: Positive growth, broad-based
leadership and a weaker dollar
As we discussed in our recent blog, global economic
growth is highly synchronized today, with improving
demand providing support for major emerging market
economies. According to a recent article in The Wall
Street Journal, 45 countries tracked by the OECD are all
expecting positive growth this year, with 33 economies
poised to accelerate from a year ago.1 This shared
prosperity is boosting EM export growth and, in turn,
supporting a pickup in domestic demand and nominal
GDP growth in these economies. The IMF forecasts
GDP growth in EMs rising from 4.3% in 2016, to 4.6%
this year and 4.8% in 2018.
The boost to economic activity and company revenues is
also showing up in corporations’ bottom line results.
Emerging markets struggled through a prolonged
earnings recession from 2013 through 2015 and are now
in the second year of a positive inflection in earnings.
Emerging market stocks have outperformed global
equities this year with much of the excess return
attributable to an estimated 20% earnings growth in
2017 versus 12% estimated in developed markets.2
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Currency: A weaker U.S. dollar is the rest of the
world’s stronger currency
Before this year, a strong dollar environment had
prevailed, in part because of the “weak-euro” and “weakyen” environment. With the euro zone and Japan
recovering, their currencies are no longer pushing the
dollar ever higher. President Trump has carried on his
campaign focus of a U.S. manufacturing resurgence,
which requires a weak dollar to support U.S.
competitiveness, and has specifically called out the
dollar as too strong or other countries as “currency
manipulators.” This would indicate he is not only
comfortable with a weaker dollar but may actually be
willing it lower. Meanwhile, Mario Draghi’s and the ECB’s
limited commentary on the stronger euro and its
potential impact on exporters, growth, and inflation in the
euro zone could indicate the ECB is also comfortable
with a stronger euro. A weaker dollar and improving
global growth historically has supported strong emerging
market returns, with the 2002 to 2007 EM bull market
providing the most recent extended example (Figure 3).
Over the 18 months following the January 2016 low,
emerging markets delivered strong gains (60.8%).
However, if dollar strength remains contained, the
second leg of this rally (the current environment) could
last much longer than the 2009 to 2011 recovery. The
dollar was fairly range-bound and rallied into late 2011,
with growth slowing globally—the opposite backdrop of
today. Today’s macro conditions and relatively attractive
valuation landscape may ultimately present the
opportunity for a cycle more reminiscent of the 2002 to
2007 period, which saw rapid and robust initial gains,
followed by sustained above-average return potential in
emerging markets. In the first 18 months of the 2002 to
2007 bull cycle, investors saw gains of 102%.
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Jumpy Markets? This ‘Half Caff’ Blend Cuts Back on the
Volatility While Pursuing Better Returns
Some people drink coffee for the caffeine—the jolt it provides. Others
like the taste but don't like the jumpiness that accompanies coffee
drinking. For them, the solution is a blend: a half caffeinated, half
decaf coffee beverage. They get their coffee taste, an energy boost
within limits they can tolerate, and many find themselves ultimately
drinking more coffee.
Here’s an idea for a “half caff” portfolio for your clients who are
otherwise made jumpy by volatile markets: a Twenty 50/50 alternative
blend that historically has offered reduced volatility and improved
returns.

October 23, 2017
the level of returns they have in the past, even if rates stay low.
Adding a fixed income alternative can provide diversification against
fixed income exposures, such as duration and credit risk, while
providing returns and risk profile consistent with the characteristics of
an intermediate-term bond fund.
This alternative blend improved performance during periods of rising
interest rates.

The benefits of portfolio diversification come from adding assets that
have lower correlations to one another to reduce risk concentration.
That’s the underlying premise of using alternative mutual funds (also
known as liquid alternatives) that deviate some way from a traditional
stock and bond portfolio.
But some alternative allocations are more efficient than others. In our
view, alternatives used to diversify a portfolio should better shield it
from market volatility, ultimately leading to more favorable riskadjusted returns.
In fact, that’s the result when you combine one of our oldest Calamos
alternative funds Calamos Market Neutral Income Fund (CMNIX) with
our newest Phineus Long/Short Fund (CPLIX). Below we detail the
historical results of a hypothetical illustration.

Equity Hedge: CPLIX
Equity risk is the dominant risk in most portfolios. During periods of
market stress especially, correlations between asset classes
increase—which exposes the portfolio to potentially large drawdowns.
CPLIX can be used to address the market risk from long-only equity
strategies because it has the ability to benefit from both stocks that
are appreciating in price (the long book) and from those that are
declining (the short book). Hedged equity strategies can help clients
stay the course during heightened volatility. This alternative blend
matched performance during equity bear markets.

We call it the Twenty 50/50 because:
• We take 10% from a traditional portfolio with 40% allocated to
bonds (using Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index as
proxy).
• We take 10% from a traditional portfolio with 60% allocated to
equities (using MSCI World Index as proxy).
• From that 20%, we allocate half to CMNIX as the fixed income
alternative and half to CPLIX as the equity alternative.
Fixed Income Diversifier: CMNIX
CMNIX diversified the fixed income component. Over the last few
years, bonds have been a significant contributor to the performance of
the 60/40 portfolio. However, we don’t expect fixed income to provide
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‘Experience Will Matter More from Here,’ Says Fixed
Income Head Matt Freund
October 5, 2017
What’s ahead for fixed income? We are at the beginning
of a long transition as equities as an asset class return to
their traditional role in providing capital appreciation to a
portfolio and bonds re-assume their role of providing
income. This is according to Calamos Co-Chief
Investment Officer and Head of Fixed Income Strategies
Matt Freund, CFA.
“There’s still plenty of opportunity in fixed income,”
Freund adds. “But now it’s less about the sector you’re in
and more about the individual opportunities. Experience
will matter more from here."
As an example, in high yield in particular, “we don’t need
to be in an environment where ‘a rising tide is lifting all
boats,’” he says. “There are still opportunities to be
had…You just need to know where to look.”
The Calamos fixed-income team has been quietly
growing since late last year after Freund joined the firm,
having left USAA Investment Management Company
where he had served as Chief Investment Officer. Senior
level analysts and another portfolio manager have been
added.

In a recent Q&A, Freund elaborated on his mandate to
extend the Calamos fixed income legacy. He notes John
P. Calamos, Sr.’s pioneering use of convertible bonds to
enhance returns and manage risk, including deep
experience in credit research. Calamos launched one of
the first liquid alternative U.S. mutual funds—an incomeoriented market neutral strategy (see CMNIX). In 2002,
the firm introduced closed-end funds, which invest
dynamically across asset classes, including in high yield
bonds and convertible bonds.
Opportunities That the Pack May Miss
“I’ve really come to believe that you need a differentiated
perspective to outperform. It’s all about thinking outside
of the box. I was attracted to Calamos because of its
willingness to diverge from the herd and to see
opportunities that the pack may miss,” Freund says.
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Key to the differentiation is the fixed-income team’s
bond-by-bond approach driven by fundamental research.
"While we are mindful of macro considerations, we
spend the majority of our time focused on individual
issues. This is an approach that I’ve used for decades—
through credit, economic, market and interest rate
cycles,” he says.
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5 Ways Emerging Markets May Boost Commodities
September 2017
Summary
• High correlation to emerging markets coupled with
rising investor interest may further drive commodity
prices.
• Supply may slow further as strengthening emerging
market currencies raise commodity producer costs.
• Demand supported by infrastructure and consumer
spending.
After suffering through a multi-year malaise, emerging
markets (EM) have finally begun to see some life with an
improving economic backdrop and corresponding equity
rally. While the MSCI Emerging Market Index has risen
nearly 30% year to date, commodities have lagged (see
Exhibit 1). Yet, given their close relationship with
emerging market economies, commodities may realize
several tailwinds from this turnaround in emerging
markets.

for commodities. This may result in commodity prices
playing catch up to EM performance, resuming their
correlation.
#2: Rising Investor Interest
Investor sentiment towards EM has improved greatly
driven by attractive relative yields and cheap valuations
compared to developed markets and other asset
classes. Additionally, EM funds saw a reversal of net
outflows that began in mid 2015. According to flow data
from the Investment Company Institute, global emerging
market equity funds experienced $9 billion of net inflows
so far in 2017. (see Exhibit 3). This has also been a
trend seen with rising flows into EM debt and currency
funds.
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#1: Strong Correlation to Commodities
Emerging markets are a major source of both supply and
demand for global commodities. This central economic
role results in EM equity and commodity returns sharing
many of the same macroeconomic and fundamental
drivers including but not limited to growth,
manufacturing, industrial production, inflation, and
consumer spending.
Over the last 27 years, the Bloomberg Commodity Index
has had a 0.39 correlation to the MSCI Emerging Market
Index (01/01/91 – 9/22/17), with this relationship
strengthening to 0.57 over the last decade. Those
commodity sectors most anchored in the industrial
activity such as Industrial Metals (0.61) and Energy
(0.44) have correlated the most to EM equities (see
Exhibit 2).

This turnaround in investor interest for EM may propel
flows into commodity funds and assets as well.
Commodities are currently a cheap alternative to EM,
but still maintain similar factor exposures and high
correlation. Investors, which are broadly underweight
commodities, may expand their scope of interest for EM
to include commodities as an EM investment proxy
thereby supporting prices.

Commodities have underperformed EM equities year to
date due to concerns around oversupply weighing on
market outlook. Continued supply side destruction
through production discipline and reduce capital
spending, however, are improving the market balance

#3: Stronger EM Currencies Weigh on Commodity
Supply
While the commodity price environment remains at
historically depressed levels, the resulting weakening of
EM currencies proved a saving grace for many EM
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commodity-producing economies in recent years. Weaker local
currencies helped reduce total costs of production thereby allowing
profitable production despite dealing with lower commodity prices.
The extreme currency depreciation experienced by those EM
economies levered to commodities, however, has begun to reverse
driven by a weaker US dollar, demand for higher yielding EM assets,
and recovery in EM growth. After Russia, Brazil, and South Africa (all
major commodity producers) saw their currencies fall by nearly 60%
they have since appreciated. 26%, 27%, and 17% respectively (see
Exhibit 4).

#5: Growing EM middle class
The global middle class continues to grow at an unprecedented rate,
with emerging economies expected to grow at 6% driven by China,
India, and southeast Asia compared to 0.5% for developed
economies (Source: The Brookings Institution).
This has important implications for commodity demand globally, which
may see a commensurate rise along with growing populations,
incomes, and quality of life. Commodities such as soy, corn, wheat
and corn are expected to see marked rises in consumption stemming
from EM consumers (see Exhibit 6)

This in turn may weigh on commodity production and reduce supply.
The average cost of production for many commodities remains above
current market prices. This has stifled profitability for producers
globally who continue to cut costs to preserve profit margins. If EM
currencies continue to strengthen, the local costs for key inputs of
production such as labor and fuel may rise in tandem. This would
prove a boon for the commodity price outlook.
#4: Increased infrastructure spending
Global infrastructure spending is set to increase in coming years,
which may provide further increased demand for commodities.
Emerging markets, particularly China and India, will likely carry a
major share of global infrastructure spending. According to McKinsey
Global Institute’s analysis, China can afford to reduce the scale of its
spending to 5.5% of gross domestic product between 2016 and 2030
as it targets a slower level of economic growth. However, this would
still imply China could spend US$950 billion a year, up from
US$829bn a year in 2013. According to a report by KPMG, India is
expected to expand its manufacturing share of gross domestic
product from 17% to 25% by 2025. This would imply an increase in
demand for industrial metals including aluminum, copper, zinc, and
lead of 8% per year.

As gross domestic product per capita increases, consumer
preferences move further up the consumption ladder from staples to
discretionary to luxury goods. The most common good immediately
substituted is grains for meat. This not only increases demand for
livestock but also grains to feed a higher number of animals.
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Preferred Securities Offer Better Value Than High-Yield
Bonds
October 2017
As economic growth trends higher, conventional wisdom
suggests that investors reposition portfolios away from interestrate-sensitive bonds and into those securities that are more
credit sensitive. Within credit-sensitive fixed income, we see
better value in preferred securities than in high-yield bonds.
This view is supported by the yield spreads between high-yield
bonds and investment-grade preferred securities being narrow

relative to the historical average.
Preferred securities currently offer similar income, better credit
quality, and in our view, better value than high-yield bonds. As shown
in the chart below, high-yield bond investors would need to go down
three notches in credit quality before they would find yields
comparable to those of investment-grade-rated preferred securities.
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The Growing Opportunity in European Real Estate
October 2017
With Europe in its best shape since 2008, we expect
a strengthening economy to boost already
attractive real estate fundamentals. Adding to the
total-return potential of European REITs are a
reduced cost of capital resulting from governance
reforms, and compelling relative and absolute
valuations.
Highlights
• A broad-based expansion: After years of sluggish
growth,
Europe’s
prospects
have
brightened
considerably amid rising consumer and business
confidence, a healthy job market, continued low inflation
and a marked improvement in the region’s political
climate.
• Capital views: We highlight attractive opportunities
across Europe, particularly in Germany, Spain and
defensive sectors in the U.K.
• Improved business models: We believe European real
estate companies have improved their longer-term riskreturn profile via improved business models and
governance standards.
• Compelling valuations: Real estate valuations in
Europe and globally are particularly appealing, in our
opinion. They are trading at the low end of their fiveyear valuation range, while global equities are near the
top of their five-year range.
A Broad-Based Expansion
European real estate is finally getting what it has lacked
for years—a tailwind of accelerating economic activity
following a prolonged period of anemic growth. Secondquarter 2017 EU-wide gross domestic product (GDP)
growth reached its highest level in more than six years.
Pointing to continued strong growth, the European
Commission’s economic sentiment indicator for the 19
countries that make up the Eurozone stands at a postcrisis high amid rising optimism across all sectors of the
economy. This optimism flows from several key factors:

Improving jobs market. The Eurozone’s recovery has
broadened out from a credit-led rebound of the last
several years. Consider job growth trends, often the

best indicator of future demand for the real estate
market. Exhibit 1 shows how after years of trailing the
U.S., Europe now leads in job creation. EU
unemployment has dropped nearly a full point in the
past year to 9.1%, down from 12% four years ago. More
people at work fosters greater household formation and
consumer spending. Yet there is still considerable room
for improvement in the employment situation.
Favorable monetary conditions. Monetary policy
should also continue to stimulate growth. Bond yields
remain near historic lows, and inflationary pressures are
still largely absent in Europe. Although the European
Central Bank (ECB) has acknowledged that the risk of
deflation has disappeared, it has signaled its intention
to maintain accommodative policies until growth and
inflation appear sustainable. With the recent strength in
the euro, we believe the ECB is under less pressure to
remove stimulus or reverse its low-interest-rate policy.

Authored by:
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Portfolio Maanger
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Reduced political risks. Fading political risks on the
continent could further boost the European economy.
While Brexit negotiations have formally begun and the
U.K. is expected to leave the EU in 2019, the rejection
of populist, euro-skeptic political parties in France, the
Netherlands and elsewhere earlier this year reaffirms
the EU’s resilience, which may additionally buoy
consumer spending.
Together, these factors could bolster what was already
a favorable outlook for European real estate securities.
Capital Views
Attractive real estate opportunities can be found today
across Europe among companies operating in a variety
of sectors.
Berlin Ist der Ort (Berlin Is the Place). Germany, the
economic gravitational center of the EU, is enjoying
strong economic, population and job growth thanks to a
vibrant exports sector and attractive migration policies.
German household formations are running at the
highest levels since the boom years in the early 1990s
following reunification. Nowhere is this more evident
than in Berlin, which has attracted both German
nationals and immigrants with its low costs of living and
doing business.
While the public sector and tourism are playing central
roles in Berlin’s revitalization, the city is quickly
becoming the Silicon Valley of Europe, where software
developers and venture capitalists, lured by generous
incentives, are converging to launch startups. Berlin’s
thriving arts, entertainment and cultural scenes are also
acting as a magnet for businesses and new residents.
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Although residential supply is increasing in Germany, it has not been
nearly enough to meet demand, especially in Berlin. It is estimated
that 20,000 new housing units are needed each year to meet new
and pent-up demand in the city. Yet the market has supplied only
half that amount annually in recent years (Exhibit 2), which is helping
to drive rents higher. Quality office space in Berlin is also scarce,
with strong job growth driving low vacancy rates and rising rents
amid the creation of limited new supply. Berlin office take-up has set
records in each of the last several years, but supply has met only a
quarter of that demand.

our observations, most Catalans will not risk economic growth and
chaos for the sake of complete autonomy—particularly since the EU
does not support an independent Catalonia.

Company example: Deutsche Wohnen—owns 160,000 residential
and commercial units in Germany, mainly in Berlin and other major
metropolitan regions.
Spain Is Heating Up. Spain was among the countries hardest hit
following the 2007–08 financial crisis and subsequent sovereign debt
crisis. Its housing market collapsed, triggering a deep recession and
essentially bankrupting the country’s banking sector. But unlike Italy
or Greece, which experienced similar issues, Spain tackled its
problems early on and is now seeing advantageous results.
Structural labor reforms, surging exports, a revitalized service sector
and a tourism boom have put the country on pace for its third
consecutive year of economic growth of more than 3%—the fastest
of any large economy in the euro area (Exhibit 3).
Company example: Merlin Properties—Spain’s #1 office, high street
retail and logistics warehouse landlord and second-largest shopping
center owner.
Post-Brexit Britain. Since voting to leave the EU in May 2016, the
U.K. economy has been slowing. Office and retail REITs have
underperformed amid a rising cost of imports, the prospect of
businesses departing for other parts of the EU, and general
uncertainty around Brexit negotiations. We believe these sectors
remain particularly vulnerable due to the limited scope for U.K. wage
growth, anticipated job losses in London and new supply from
projects that were under development before the Brexit vote.
On the other hand, we believe U.K. sectors with more
defensive/higher income and external growth characteristics—where
fundamentals have been strong and there is likely to be little to no
impact from Brexit—are likely to remain relatively insulated from a
possible economic downturn. These include industrial, self storage,
student housing and health care landlords.
An improving job market and the steady rise in business confidence
are spurring strong demand for office space. With a limited new
supply of quality office space available, landlords are enjoying rising
rents for prime properties. Although vacancy rates are still relatively
high, they are expected to decline sharply in the next few years. We
also see opportunities in the hotel and resorts market—particularly
since other large tourist destinations, such as Turkey and Egypt, are
facing geopolitical difficulties. Regarding the Catalonia secession
movement, we believe the region will remain a part of Spain. From

Industrial sector landlords are seeing significant e-commerce
tailwinds as logistics services tenants strive to improve product
delivery times to customers in the critical “last mile” of the ecommerce value chain and the land available for such warehouses
located in urban areas is limited.
Company example: SEGRO—owns urban and big-box warehouses,
as well as warehouses used as data centers, with assets
concentrated in the U.K. and continental Europe.
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REITs: Answering the Call for DC Plan Diversification
October 2017
For fiduciaries looking to enhance diversification in
defined contribution plans, we believe REITs can be
a simple and effective addition to investment
lineups, offering a long track record of benefiting
investors and characteristics that may be well
suited to the needs of DC plans.

recent years, as many participants are finding
themselves behind in their savings targets, yet faced
with the prospect of substandard market returns, low
bond yields and higher volatility.
Authored by:
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Summary
• Real estate remains significantly underrepresented in
DC plans compared with the sizable allocations in most
corporate and public pension plans.
• The $1.7 trillion global REIT market offers a wide
range of opportunities to invest in different property
cycles, macroeconomic trends and interest-rate
environments.
• REITs have historically helped to enhance a portfolio’s
risk-adjusted returns due to low correlations with stocks
and bonds, attractive total-return potential and inflationhedging Characteristics.
Real Estate in Retirement Portfolios
Institutional investors have long recognized real estate
for its history of attractive returns, stable cash flows and
low correlations with other asset classes. For these
investors, real estate has typically been a significant
long-term allocation, generally in the 5–15% range. By
contrast, the defined contribution (DC) market has been
slower to adopt real estate and other diversifiers,
focusing predominantly on core equity and fixed income
strategies.
According to financial data company Brightscope, only
45% of DC plans with at least 100 participants offer real
estate in their investment menus. Among those that
have it, allocations have averaged just 2% of plan
assets. This is consistent with other data showing that
overall real estate allocations across all DC plans are
under 1%—well below levels found among
institutionally managed defined benefit (DB) plans and
other large investors (Exhibit 1). Even target date funds
have been relatively under-allocated to real estate, with
the 2035-series funds having an average 3.7%
weighting.
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Why REITs Are a Good Fit for DC Plans
To help address the need for broader diversification,
many investors have turned to REITs and other real
estate securities. Since 2005, global assets under
management (AUM) in listed real estate portfolios have
nearly tripled, benefiting from increasing awareness of
the historical benefits of REITs and a broader trend
toward real return strategies (Exhibit 2).

We believe the low prevalence of real estate in DC
plans presents an opportunity for providing both
broader availability and greater participant education on
the potential benefits of real estate exposure, bringing
the best of DB practices to DC plans.
As the DC industry continues to evolve, many plan
sponsors are recognizing the need to give participants
access to more diversified investment choices to
increase the chances of achieving their retirement
income goals. This task has taken on greater urgency in

We believe real estate securities are particularly well
suited as a diversifier in DC plans for several reasons:
• A long track record: Most alternatives offer relatively
little historical data, limiting the scope of risk-return
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analysis. By contrast, real estate securities indexes go back 45 years
in the U.S. and 28 years globally, providing extensive evidence of the
historical long-term benefits to investors.
• Diversification potential: REITs have historically helped to enhance
portfolio efficiency over full cycles, providing strong, low-correlated
returns relative to stocks and bonds.
• Liquidity: REITs trade on public stock exchanges, matching the
daily liquidity and pricing needs of most DC plans.
• Simplicity: Compared with other alternatives, real estate investing is
relatively straightforward and transparent, so participants may be
more likely to understand and utilize real estate in their portfolio.
Market Overview
Real estate has seen a significant shift of capital from private
investors to the public market over the past 30 years. This trend of
real estate securitization has been driven largely by the emergence
of the REIT structure as a viable and efficient way of gaining real
estate exposure.

interest-rate policies. There are also structural differences to
consider, as discussed in Exhibit 4.
Furthermore, business models and supply-and-demand cycles can
vary significantly across property sectors. A company that owns
apartments will often have very different cash flow characteristics
than one that owns offices. The reason has to do with differences in
leasing terms, supply barriers and the specific economic drivers that
affect a property’s tenants (see sidebar at top of page 4).
Because of the diverse nature of real estate, there is often a wide
spread between the best- and worst-performing country and sector
over any given period (Exhibit 5). This dispersion creates
opportunities for active fund managers to capitalize on different
phases of each market’s real estate cycle.

Today, 31 countries have REIT-like securities, and several more are
considering REIT legislation (Exhibit 4 on next page). The
widespread adoption of REITs has transformed the global real estate
securities market, growing it from a $320 billion market in 2002 to
$1.7 trillion today (Exhibit 3). About 75% of the market consists of
REITs, with the remainder consisting of traditional real estate
corporations.
With the globalization of listed real estate, investors have a wide
range of opportunities in markets with meaningfully different
characteristics. At any given time, property markets in each country
may offer varying levels of risk and reward potential due to
differences in their property cycles, macroeconomic conditions and
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Fund Updates

•

Aberdeen Global Income Fund, Inc. Announces Performance Data And Portfolio Composition – October 20

•

Aberdeen Indonesia Fund, Inc. Announces Payment Of Distribution – September 29

•

Calamos Closed-End Funds (NASDAQ: CHI, CHY, CSQ, CGO, CHW and CCD) Announce Monthly Distributions for October
2017 – September 29

•

Clough Global Opportunities Fund Declares a Monthly Cash Distribution of $0.0994 Per Share – October 10

•

Dreyfus Closed-End Funds Declare Distributions – September 28

•

First Asset Closed-End Funds October Distributions – October 20

•

First Trust Energy Income and Growth Fund Declares its Quarterly Distribution of $0.58 Per Share – October 10

•

Horizons Announces October 2017 Distributions for Certain Active ETFs – October 20

•

MFS Announces Closed-End Fund Distributions – October 2

•

The New Ireland Fund, Inc. Announces Terms of Rights Offering and Record Date – October 24

•

The New Ireland Fund, Inc. Postpones Record Date for Rights Offering – October 4

•

The New Ireland Fund, Inc. Monthly Portfolio Update – October 2

•

Stone Harbor Emerging Markets Income Fund Declares Monthly Distributions of $0.18 Per Share – October 18

Market Videos
Click on image to access video
October 19, 2017
Cathie Wood of Ark Investment
Management: The Race to
Bring the First Bitcoin ETF to
Market

October 4, 2017
Christine Benz of Morningstar:
Be Humble About StrategicBeta Bond ETFs

October 15, 2017
Eric Balchunas of Bloomberg: A
Look Into the Future of the ETF
Market

September 29, 2017
Michael Jackson of Mangrove’s
Capital Partner.: Mangrove's
Jackson Sees Bitcoin Uptrend
Continuing

October 5, 2017
Scott Gamm of TheStreet:
Everything You Need to Know
About Getting Rich From
Exchange Traded Funds

August 31, 2017
Thomas Bohjalian of Cohen &
Steers: Beyond Apartments: A
Look at Alternative Housing
REITs
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Why Now Might be a Good Time to Invest in
Midstream Energy
Tuesday, October 10, 2017 | 11:00 AM ET
Michael:
Great. Thanks, Nicolas. Good morning, everyone, and thank you for joining our MLP or
energy infrastructure webinar. What I figured I'd do is I have a series of question meant
to be thought provocative that I'm going to ask Jeremy, and then obviously we'd love to
get your questions as well, so please feel free to submit them to the correct entry. We'll
take those at the end.

Featured Presenters

So to begin, Jeremy, can you provide an overview on Tortoise, and give us a little
background on the firm and the firm's focus on essential assets?
Jeremy:
Sure, absolutely, Michael. Thanks, and good speaking with everybody on the other end
of the phone. So Tortoise has been around since 2002. Our primary focus over time has
traditionally been in the energy markets and more specifically in the midstream
infrastructure area. I think over time what we've realized is that there are some
similarities between energy assets and other what we call essential assets, and what we
mean by essential assets is really those assets we or, you know, typically the majority of
folks deem to be essential to everyday life and essential to the functioning of our
economy. So when we think about that, we think not only about midstream energy
assets, but we think about the energy value chain as a whole, assets in the water space,
even to the extent we look at health care, education, housing, and things of that nature.

Michael Jabara
Managing Director | Head of
Exchange-Traded Fund and ClosedEnd Fund Research Team
Morgan Stanley Wealth
Management

Jeremy Goff
Director
Tortoise

So I know today we're talking about energy infrastructure, but Tortoise has really grown
over the last 15 years to focus on all of these essential assets and really find value in
providing investors' access and providing sort of a bridge between sources of demand
per capital and sources of supply.
Michael:
Great. Can you just quickly give us a brief history on the energy pipeline funds business
that Tortoise has, and I know, you know, I'm familiar. I cover a number of MLP closedend funds, but you also have ETFs and I'm assuming you have other type of fund
products. Could you just give us a quick update there?
Jeremy:
Yeah, absolutely. I think folks know as well in the closed-end fund so if you think about
TYG, and I'm just kind of naming our particulars here, but TYG and NTG are our primary
midstream energy closed-end funds. And then we also have PPP which is a rich
structure that focuses on not just an MLPs but the C-corps pipelines as well. And then
we have NDP, which is an upstream-focused fund so focused on oil and gas producers
in North America. We also have a fund by the name of TPZ, which is a mix of equity and
fixed income, which focuses more specifically on power and [0:05:38] [Indiscernible] the
downstream sector of the value chain.
We have recently sort of bridged it into the ETF space with T pipes, our sort of what I'll
call our flagship ETF, which is a RIC structure that focuses on both and MLPs and Ccorps pipelines. We think structure in that case is really important, which is why we've
structured it as a RIC limiting it to just 25% MLPs.
We also have a water fund as an ETF. It's TBLU, which focuses on water assets in
North America as well. So we also manage a number of different private funds focused
on various assets, some of them midstream. And then we also manage F&M [Phonetic]
accounts.
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Michael:
Got you. In your view -- and this is a question that I tend to get a lot -in your mind, what is the best structure to purchase a basket of MLPs
or even just energy infrastructure assets or just infrastructure assets in
general? In your mind, do you favor one over the other? Or my guess
would be just based on your offerings. They all sort of have their pros
and cons.
Jeremy:
Well, for one I think if we're looking at it from a very generic
standpoint, if you can afford sort of the cost of doing the taxes, I think
holding MLPs directly is obviously the best way you can possibly
invest in MLPs in the midstream space. We tend to find that closedend funds are a great way to do it because they're structured as a Ccorps and they build the deferred tax liability at the C-corps level, and
so you have a tax deferred sort of return there.
And then I think getting deeper into the structure, if you're investing in
the midstream space in general, when you think about more open-end
fund structures and ETFs, we find that the RIC structure is really the
most efficient of those structures because of the deferred tax liability
that builds up on the assets when you hold 100% MLPs in those
structures. So we prefer to launch open-end funds and ETF in a RIC
structure where you're limiting the number of MLPs to 25%, but at the
same time you're really gaining exposure to a broader universe a
pipeline with very similar fundamentals. So from a total return
standpoint, it's very attractive.
And I would say that if you're investing in a pure MLP fund, one of the
things we look at is if you're reinvesting your dividends and you're not
taking the yield off of those funds, reinvesting those dividends you can
get a lot better total returns in a RIC structure from that standpoint. So
when we think about structure, that's kind of how we think about it.
Michael:
Sure. With that background, it's very helpful, can you just give us a
feel for your thoughts on the MLP market today and sort of what's
transpired over the last few years? It's obviously been a very volatile
environment. Can you just maybe set the stage as far as why the
products have traded the way they had the last few years and then
where we go from here?
Jeremy:
Yeah, I think I'll start with the MLP sector in general. I think it's a great
question and obviously since 2014 the energy markets have been, for
lack of a better term, all over the place. But I would say, in general,
what we've seen is strong EBITDA and distribution growth since the
oil price downturn that began in 2014. And just as an example,
through the second quarter of 2017, MLP EBITDA has grown at a
compound annual growth rate of 23% since that downturn.
What we have seen over that time period though is that MLPs and
midstream assets in general, the correlation to crude oil has increased
substantially. And those correlations increasing as oil prices continue
to move lower found weakness in MLP equities even though their
EBITDA and distributions have been growing.

So I think moving forward, we see a MLP valuations right now being
very, very attractive. They're trading at discount to their historical
valuations on a number of metrics. And as oil prices continue to firm
up, we see more stable macro backdrop that will hopefully focus
investor attention to the strong underlying fundamentals. We believe
relative to other factors like tech, that MLPs and energy in general is
very attractive right now. I would say it's one of the only sectors that's
undervalued the way it is. If we continue to focus on the fundamentals
and the healthy distribution of dividend yields in those sectors, it's
going to be a positive overall.
Michael:
Sure. Do you think that correlation -- you know, one of the most
frustrating things about MLPs I think has been their correlation over
short time periods with the price of oil. Do you think as time goes on,
the correlations will come back down and maybe register like 0.3, 0.4,
whereas when oil has dramatically moved, we've seen the correlations
with MLPs get as high as 0.7, 0.8? What can we anticipate on that
front?
Jeremy:
I think the numbers that you're talking about are definitely what we're
seeing, and I think over the long term, if you look over a 10-year
period correlation that has historically been around 0.4 or less and in
times of high volatility, we see those spike up into the eights and you
close to 0.9. And I think once you start to see the market firm up and I
think there's more certainty around what OPEC is going to do in the
first quarter of 2018 and people start realizing -- I mean because we
really do have a more positive backdrop, globally speaking, for oil
prices with OPEC likely extending their cuts past the first quarter of
2018. Inventories continue to drop. Exports are booming from a crude
oil and natural gas standpoint. I think when all these things come
together and the market realizes that it is positive, that you'll start to
see those correlations drop again.
Michael:
Right. And one of the things, it appears that the market is very
sensitive to the price of oil, but yet a lot of the MLPs are more, say, nat
gas focused. Why do you think there is sort of that dynamic? In other
words, why aren't investors more focused on nat gas? It seems like oil
gets all the headlines.
Jeremy:
Yeah, I think oil gets all the headlines because nat gas prices have
been where they are for an extended period of time, and I think there's
some relative certainty around where those are going to be in the
future. So the focus has really been on the global dynamic with crude
oil and what's going on there between OPEC and other countries
outside of OPEC. I think one of the interesting things and this is
slightly off topic, but one of the interesting things that we look at is the
fact that the United States, OPEC, and Russia generally account for
roughly 50% of crude oil output globally, and what people are not
focusing on is that other 50%. So what I'm trying to get at is that the
US is really sort of in a great position from a crude oil standpoint to fill
that gap.
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Please click on the calendar icon to access below webinar transcript and audio.
Visit http://webinars.capitallink.com/sectors/cef-etf.html for our complete CEFs & Global ETFs Webinar Library

Past 2017 Webinars
October 24 – Leverage Trends and Utilization by U.S. Closed-End Funds
Featured: Fitch Ratings

October 10 – Why Now Might be a Good Time to Invest in Midstream
Energy
Featured: Tortoise

September 19 – Grains in a Portfolio & Seasonal Price Patterns in Corn
Featured: Teucrium Trading LLC

September 6 – Opportunities in Listed Infrastructure
Featured: Reaves Asset Management

June 20 – CEF Review and Outlook-Focus on REITs, Retailers and
Potential New Avenues of Growth
Featured: Cohen & Steers
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Please click on the calendar icon to access below webinar transcript and audio.
Visit http://webinars.capitallink.com/sectors/cef-etf.html for our complete CEFs & Global ETFs Webinar Library

Past 2016-2017 Webinars
June 13 – Using ETFs for Income
Featured: InfraCap

May 9 – What is the Contribution of Commodities in Portfolios?
Featured: ETF Securities

February 28 – Finding Opportunities in Closed-End Funds: Focus on
Energy Infrastructure
Featured: Gavekal Capital

October 25 – Current Use of Leverage and Implications of Rising Rates for
U.S. Closed-End Funds
Featured: Fitch Ratings

October 11 – Get More out of Your Gold Allocation
Featured: Sprott Asset Management

September 27 – Business Development Companies (BDCs) - High current
income in a yield-starved world
Featured: Monroe Capital
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